SPARKLING

CHAMPAGNE
DELAMOTTE BRUT NV
(1006CB) One of the oldest Champagne houses, Delamotte’s
wines remain hand crafted and of fantastic quality
LAURENT PERRIER LA CUVEÉ BRUT NV FRANCE
(1010CB) Delicate aromas of citrus fruits, underpinned by
hints of white flowers
LAURENT PERRIER CUVEÉ ROSÉ BRUT NV
(1020CB) Classic Rosé Champagne, showing ripe flavours of
red berry fruits and a creamy finish
DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE 2006
(1060CB) Rich in toasted nuts and candy liquorice. Dry yet
silky soft, with notes of melon and crisp citrus

PROSECCO, LYRIC EXTRA DRY NV ITALY
(17380) Light & highly drinkable, classic prosecco
PROSECCO, CECILIA BERETTA DOC ITALY
(1130CB) Delicate fruit aromas and notes of sweet almonds
on the nose
ROSATO SPUMANTE, CECILIA BERETTA DOC ITALY
(1110CB) Pale pink, with fresh red berry aromas
AMBRIEL CLASSIC CUVEÉ BRUT TRADITIONAL METHOD
NV ENGLAND
(1201CB) This is an elegant English sparkling wine. Bright
and fine, with ripe cox apple and pear flavours

SELECTED WINES
WHITE
PICPOUL DE PINET DME DE MORIN LANGARAN SW FRANCE
(2030CB) Delicate and refreshing, floral and perfectly balanced with hints of citrus and exotic fruits.
GAVI DI GAVI FRATELLI ANTONIO E RAIMONDO ITALY
(2545CB) Ripe pear and white flowers dominate in this elegant and appealing Gavi di Gavi.
PAZO LA MAZA ALBARINO RIAS BAIXAS SPAIN
(2610CB) A refreshing, yet intense wine, combining delicate orchard fruits and citrus fragrances.
EGY KIS DRY FURMINT BARTA TOKAJI 2017 HUNGARY
(2760CB) Refreshing pear and lime on the nose. The palate offers incredible purity of fruit, with flavours of yellow plum, green apple and lime.
SANCERRE CHAUMEAU-BALLAND LOIRE
(2120CB) Multi-award winning Sancerre from a passionate, winemaking family dedicated solely to the pursuit of making perfect Sauvignon Blanc.
BAKESTONE CHARDONNAY CAKEBREAD CELLARS USA
(2280CB) From legendary Napa producer Cakebread, comes their second label, Bakestone cellars. Notes of sweet apples and honeysuckle combine with
fresh citrus, melon and pear.
MEURSAULT CLOS DU DME HENRI DARNAT BURGUNDY
(2297CB) Rich, elegant Meursault, organically produced by innovative winemaker Henri Darnat.

RED
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO ROCCASTELLA ITALY
(3413CB) An expressive wine with ripe, dark fruit and a lingering savoury spice.
CORNEY & BARROW CLARET MAISON SICHEL BORDEAUX
(3305CB) From the highly respected Maison Sichel, dark red fruits give a classic smooth finish.
PINOTAGE RHEBOKSKLOOF SOUTH AFRICA
(3810CB) Fresh, elegant expression of the idiosyncratic Pinotage grape, offering dark ripe fruit, subtle smoke and ash.
FLEURIE GRAND-PRE LATHUILIERE GRAVALLON BURGUNDY
(3210CB) Pure and fresh, this Fleurie shows juicy cherry fruit combined with delicate, but impressive structure.
BELEZOS RIOJA RESERVA BODEGAS ZUGOBER SPAIN
(3530CB) Bursting with ripe, dark fruit, balanced by complex savoury notes of leather and tobacco.
DOUBLE TROUBLE SHIRAZ CABERNET BAROSSA BOY AUS
(3770CB) Aromas of dark chocolate and raspberry blend with earthy, forest floor notes. Opulent blackcurrant meets subtle spearmint on the palate.
EDMEADES MENDOCINO ZINFANDEL 2014 USA
(3860CB) Tight, concentrated aromas of black fig and dark chocoolate meet beefy, earthy and ripe berry flavours in this high-powered, concentrated wine.
BELEZOS RIOJA GRAN RESERVA BODEGAS ZUGOBER SPAIN
(3535CB) Only produced during excellent vintages and made from 50 years old vines, this elegant Gran Reserva offers tobacco, sweet spices and bramble
fruit.
CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE CHÂTEAU BEAUCHENE RHONE
(3140CB) Ancient vines are used to make this concentrated and delicious Châteauneuf-du-Pape,from the family vineyards at Château Beauchene.
CABERNET SAUVIGNON BAKESTONE, CAKEBREAD USA
(3852CB) From the top Napa producer Cakebread, the wine combines notes of blackberry, cherry and soft sweet spices.
AMARONE CLASSICO CECILIA BERRETTA CARRIANO ITALY
(3442CB) Spicy, dark cherry and mocha with fresh, wild berry notes and a long sophisticated finish.

HOUSE WINES
WHITE
PINOT GRIGIO SANZIANA ROMANIA
(2520CB) Opulent aromas of grapefruit and peach, with fresh flavours of melon, apple and zesty citrus.
SAUVIGNON BLANC PANUL CHILE
(2740CB) Exceptionally popular, vibrant Sauvignon Blanc. Zesty, herbaceous and extremely refreshing.
CHARDONNAY EL CAMPESINO CHILE
(2730CB) A lively wine with bright stone fruit and a touch of creaminess on the nose and palate.
VIOGNIER, TERRE DE LUMINIERE, ALBERT SW FRANCE
(2010CB) Elegant Southern French Viognier, offering outstanding value. Redolent of acacia blossom and white peaches.
CHENIN BLANC, LOWRY’S PASS SOUTH AFRICA
(2910CB) Great value, modern South African Chenin Blanc. Light, zesty and equally enjoyable with food or on its own.
SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOFTHOUSE NZ
(2806CB) Marlborough New Zealand Sauvignon at its best - grassy, fresh and invigorating and rather too easy to drink.
PETIT CHABLIS DME MILLET BURGUNDY
(57005) A typical expression of Petit Chablis - firm and taut with layers of ripe fruit.

RED
PANUL MERLOT VINEDOS MARCHIGUE CHILE
(3620CB) Soft and fruity with layers of sweet red and black fruits.
SHIRAZ PUERTAS ANTIGUAS CENTRAL VALLEY CHILE
(3640CB) Deep garnet with purple hues, the nose shows vibrant red and black berries, violet perfume and sweet spice.
SANZIANA PINOT NOIR ROMANIA
(3850CB) Layers of complex black cherry, raspberry and cinnamon with pretty fruit cake and deep spicy notes.
EL CAMPESINO CABERNET CARMENERE EOV CHILE
(3630CB) From Chile’s Colchagua Valley, this juicy Cabernet-Carmenere blend is packed full of smoky, black fruit.
CHAMUYO MALBEC MENDOZA VINEYARDS ARGENTINA
(3650CB) A juicy, supple wine with ripe summer fruits, herbs and warm spice.
50/50 RIOJA JOVEN BODEGAS ZUGOBER SPAIN
(3522CB) A vibrant, fruit-forward and refreshing Rioja made by the small family-owned estate Bodegas Zugobar.
SORAIE IGT VENETO CECILIA BERETTA ITALY
(3465CB) Rich, velvety and round on the palate, with flavours of black plums, black cherry, vanilla and a moreish chocolatey finish.

ROSÉ
ROSÉ
PETIT BALLON GRENACHE BLEND ROSÉ SW FRANCE
(4165CB) Layers of fresh strawberries and cream, with supple tannins and lively acidity.
PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ SANZIANA ROMANIA
(4160CB) Fresh well balanced and fruity with elegant floral notes and hints of pear and apricot.
HENRI GAILLARD CÔTES DE PROVENCE PROVENCE
(20174) Classic Provencal Rosé, with good fruit, clean and balanced acidity.
LOVE BY LÉOUBE PROVENCE
(7050L) This is a quintessential, dry Provence rosé. Pale Pink with attractive fruit flavours of strawberry and white peach, fine overall
balance.
SANCERRE ROSÉ DME TISSIER LOIRE
(4180CB) Mineral, subtle fruity Sancerre Rosé, from family run winery Domaine Tissier.

DESSERT WINE
CHÂTEAU SEPTY MONTBAZILLAC FRANCE
(5110CB) Golden in colour, offers honeyed orchard fruit, nuts and citrus refreshment – equally suited to rich savoury pâtés and
cheeses as desserts.
CORNEY & BARROW SAUTERNES CHÂTEAU D’YQUEM (375ml) FRANCE
(5130CB) Beautifully balanced wine which goes equally well with rich terrines, cheeses and desserts.
STICKY MICKEY LATE HARVEST ERADUS (375ml) NZ
(5140CB) Appealing aromas of apricots, dried fruit and honey on the nose. The palate shows mango, tropical fruit and melon
flavours.

PORT
CORNEY & BARROW RUBY PORT (6110CB)
CROFT LANE BOTTLED VINTAGE (6135CB)
GRANT BURGE, 10YR TAWNY (57254)
FONSECA GUIMARAENS VINTAGE PORT 1995 (6155CB)

SHERRY
AMONTALLADO ANTONIO BARBADILLO (6190CB)
FINO JARANA EMELIO LUSTAU (6194CB)
PERDO XIMINEZ SOLERA RESERVA EMELIO LUSTAU (6198CB)

